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In the twinkling of an eye 
         passion turns to 

pure adrenalin
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High-tech 
products for 
your passion
 

There’s nothing in the world to compare 

with a SPORTEX rod. It owes its legendary 

reputation to the power of innovation and 

the unique technology which for decades 

has set standards worldwide. Today, our 

rods are a byword for reliability and mas-

ter craftsmanship.  

Our rods are symbols of quality and long 

service, attributes which are becoming 

ever more important in these days of fast-

paced living. It is with pride that we can 

say that SPORTEX rods have excited ge-

nerations of anglers with their reliability in 

demanding situations and their incredibly 

long life. Sustained research with new 

materials and material combinations are 

the bedrock. No other rod manufacturer 

can take advantage of such a wide range 

of materials for rod production.

Every SPORTEX rod is the result of long years 
of practical experience and innovative tech-
nical know-how. Our technical knowledge has 
grown over the decades. In the Fifties, we were 
renowned for the honey-coloured fibreglass 
blanks which set countless records in casting 
distance and precision. And when innovative 
carbon fibre materials arrived, we were among 
the first to recognise their potential for making 
rods, and put them to use. Thanks to our own 
SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding blank technology, 
our rods are unique in their combination of 
strength, lightness and speed. 

We stand by our products – and that’s 
guaranteed!  
Our quality control procedures meet the  
highest possible demands, whether it is the 
selection of the material and components  
specific to the rod, the painstaking check-
ing during the manufacturing process of the 
blanks or the ongoing inspections at the rod 
make-up stage. Every SPORTEX rod is an  
exquisitely crafted quality product. 
And we, the manufacturers, stand by that with 
our 10-year blank guarantee*.

* Add-on parts such as rings and reel holders are covered by the 
statutory 2-year guarantee

For rods without compromise only components  
without compromise will suffice
Anyone who wants to be a world leader when it comes to 
making rods cannot allow for compromise. This means that 
SPORTEX rods are made with the best components in their 
class, such as original FUJI rings and the latest generation of 
FUJI reel holders, natural cork of premium class AAA, and 
wear-resistant Duplon of the highest grade. A special lacquer 
paint is used for the partial or total coating of the rods, which 
is elastic and impact resistant, providing protection for years 
to come as well as a strikingly good appearance.

What makes  
SPORTEX rods 
so unique? 
They are not simply uniform rods ‘off the peg’. Every rod  
is an individual creation, even within the same series,  
adjusted in length, action and component composition to suit 
the particular casting weight, distance and anticipated twist. 

At the heart of every agile SPORTEX fishing rod are the right 
fibres and the innovative processing under which they go.
We use only the latest and highest quality carbon fibres for our rods, sourced from the lead-

ing manufacturers. What makes our knowledge and skills so special is how we achieve the 

specific mixture of the most varied materials, such as highly modulated carbon fibres, Kevlar, 

boron or zylon, and merge them into a frictional force-closed combination. This enables 

us to exploit the advantages of the individual fibre materials, such as flexural strength and 

tensile strength, lightness, impact resistance, speed and resistance to breakage in optimum 

combinations. And the result? Rods tailored individually to specific types of fishing and an-

gling techniques, with the fast action typical of SPORTEX; qualities which inspire champion 

anglers all over the world.

SPORTEX HT-Cross -Winding The innovative difference with SPORTEX!

We adopt our own approach when it comes  

to laying the carbon fibres. Instead of the  

conventional simple and economical helical 

laying of carbon fibre mats on the core of the 

rod, with our SPORTEX-HT-Cross Winding tech-

nology the carbon fibre mixture is positioned 

in a single direction on the rod core, i.e. parallel 

to the axis of the rod. This gives our rods more 

strength, more stability and more speed. 

And all this with a lighter blank with a thinner 

diameter. 

In addition, with our HT-Cross Winding technol-

ogy, the fibre composite with high modular 

carbon fibre bands, which, depending on the 

type of rod, may already be integrated into 

the uppermost carbon fibre layer, are wound 

around crossways, then gently heated stage by 

stage, and undergo perfect fusion.  

This painstaking curing of the blanks ensures 

a consistently high action performance even 

under the toughest conditions. 

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G UA R A N T E E
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Putting the bait precisely where the fish is. Or where you think it is. Or close to it, or well 

away. And with as little effort as possible, for hours at a time. Direct contact with the bait to 

give it that sense of ‘life’ which stirs things up and sets them in motion. Signalling every fish 

contact immediately and playing every catch perfectly when it runs. 

Our spinner rods are programmed to meet these requirements exactly. Every rod in our        

    range is designed without any compromise to catch zander, pike, bass, perch or trout,  

    and provides 100% support for traditional and modern methods alike. 

  Only the best for the best!

The aim is everything – SPORTEX spinning rods 

Expert advice:

Very often, an angler relies on the lure that caught the last 

fish. But all too soon, he gets frustrated – there’s no reaction 

and no bite. But, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. 

Stay at the same spot, but change your lures and try different 

colours. Just be sure to leave time between the changes.

76
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1 0  Y E A R
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SPORTEX TiBORON Spinning rods
No Limit – high-end spinning rods in the superlative
With this rod series, SPORTEX has realised the vision of every spin fisherman. The unique 

combination of materials made from HM/IM carbon fibres and Boron* makes for a dream 

combination of lightness and resilience, paired with unbelievable reserve of power. 

With this rod series we put into the hands of spin fishermen ultra fast and powerful rods, 

which in function and design belong to the best on the market.

The slender blanks finished to the highest level of craftsmanship have a timeless high-quality 

design, red burl wood appliqués on the handle, machined designed metal end caps as well 

as high-quality Fuji SIC guides with high heat dissipation and exclusively designed reel seats, 

which all makes up these high-performance rods. The special attraction for spin fishermen! 

Through the integrated weight in the handle every rod is perfectly balanced. 

  It sits like a feather in your hand.

Design formats: 
2-part, length 210 - 305 cm 

Casting weights: 
20 - 80 grammes

Original Fuji SIC guides 

CARBON FIBRE & BORON
The perfect symbiosis of lightness and 
power. 

The unique combination of materials made  
from HM/IM CARBON FIBRES and BORON  
makes for a dream combination of lightness  
and resilience, paired with unbelievable  
reserve of power.

The result: rods made for generations and  
indomitable in its class.

Innovative: 
integrated balanced weight 
for an individual feeling

98
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Z Y L O N  +  C A R B O N

SPORTEX CARAT Z SEATROUT SPORTEX CARAT Z

SPORTEX CARAT Z 

1 0  Y E A R
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                 Spinnung rods

New generation high-end spinning rods  
containing Zylon

At SPORTEX, rod building means a constant search for new innovative materials. The Carat 

Z is the first of a new generation of rods manufactured from a composite of high modular 

carbon fibres and ZYLON, creating a new dimension in fishing rods. This combination of 

materials not only maintains the rigidity, lightness and speed that is expected of a carbon 

blank, but combines these characteristics with the tensile strength and power that is typical 

of Zylon. The result is a fast-action spinning rod with a slim, light blank that is practically 

indestructible. Our extensive quality requirements regarding materials, components and 

workmanship are once again clearly evident. Modern, elegant design and the perfected 

counter-balance system from the TiBoron models accomplish this rod series. Authentic  

innovations that result in tangible advantages for the angler brought together  

SPORTEX craftsmanship – that’s what SPORTEX Carat Z stands for.

Whether using the lightest of spinners for trout and 

perch or heavy shads for big pike, you will find the 

perfect rod for every application.

Design formats: 
length 210 - 330 cm 

Casting weight: 
12 - 110 grammes

Specialist rods for extreme distances and exact casts 
even at a strong breeze. Sensitive tip with a powerful 
backbone for Snaps and Co. High resilience of the 
blank and perfectly balanced rear handle for optimal 
power transmission and fatigue-proof fishing. 

These exceptional rods are available in 3.05 m  
as well as 3.35 m with a casting weight of 28 g.

One for all – the perfect travelling rod

These short-sectioned travelling rods are your universal travelling companions.  
And here’s the special feature: the rod can be used to fish in two lengths; 2.40 m 
with four sections, and 3.00 m with five sections. And that’s without any com-
promise when it comes to action and deployment of power. With these rods you 
can tackle any situation with ease, whether fishing on holiday or at home. The 
carbon fibre/zylon blank provides all the safety and reliability you need, even with 
something special on the hook. This is a really well conceived rod, the rod of your 
dreams to rank alongside any top quality multi-section creation.

Design formats: 
5/4-sections, lengths 300/240 cm  

Casting weights: 
40 and 65 g 

– 5-section

Direct-contact Reel seat  
of Carat Z Jig

Innovative: 
integrated balanced weight 
for an individual feeling

CARBON FIBRE & ZYLON
The high-tech fibre combination for 
top sports performance, safety and 
reliability

With its innovative mix of HM carbon fibre 
and zylon fibres, which boast extremely 
high tear resistance and high elasticity, 
our HT-Cross Winding technology allows 
us to produce blanks which are unique in 
lightness, speed, power, and ‘unbreaka-
bility’ for a new generation of spinning 
rods.
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SPORTEX INSTINCT
INSTINCT – not only a name…
What gives a successful angler the edge over others? It’s his natural instinct for the perfect 

timing, choosing the best swim and for using the right bait. To optimise these skills of ex-

ceptional anglers and to complement their phenomenal spirit we have created a tailor-made 

rod series which can not be toped in perfection. Featuring highest standard carbon material 

and the ‘Sportex-like’ perfect, classy finish these rods will inspire your instinct and make your 

fishing more versatile and more successful.

The INSTINCT-series features 16 individual rods from 7 ft up to 10 ft (210 cm to 305 cm) and 

test curves from 15 g to 150  g (1/2 oz. to 5 oz.).

New FUJI reel seat for excellent, 
throughout rod action.

 Predator rods

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E
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SPORTEX Balance System 
S·B·S with adjustable weight 
for individual comfort

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

KEV SPIN / SPIN Light  
With a casting weight of 16 to 60 grammes and 
lengths of 240 cm to 300 cm these elegant, slender 
rods are suitable for every type of angling for  
predatory fish. In short lengths they are ideal for 
angling from a boat or on banks with vegetation,  
in longer lengths they are perfect for spin fishing 
from the riverside, e.g. for bass or zander. Due to  
its exclusive fittings, it is an optical highlight with  
unique performance. Thanks to the S·B·S System  
it sits like a feather in the hand.

Design formats: 
length 240 - 300 cm 

Casting weight: 
15 - 60 g

SPORTEX KEVLAR Spinning rods KEV Pike 
Are you looking for the best rod for spin fishing for 
pike?
These are the absolute specialists which come in  
2 lengths. The perfectly balanced blanks have a 
strong, flexible spine with an active tip which reports 
each bite instantly and sets the hook in a flash. Due 
to their typical action for SPORTEX Kevlar, they can 
cast light to heavy soft baits, as well as heavy spoons 
and lures. These rods are also ideally suited to troll 
for pike. The S·B·S System makes for a tireless day of 
angling. You will feel the difference.

Design formats: 
length 275 and 300 cm 

Casting weight: 
80 g

KEV Sea Spin 
Created for heavy predator fish and light pilk angling 
with lengths of 270 cm and 300 cm and a casting 
weight of 100 grammes, they are perfect for the hunt 
for large pike, cod and large salmon. Whether for light 
pilk fishing in the Baltic Sea or angling for predatory 
fish with heavy bait at the bottom, the Kev Spin is 
your choice. Thanks to the SPORTEX Balance System 
S·B·S it sits like a feather in your hand.

Design formats: 
length 275 and 300 cm 

Casting weight: 
100 g

The power combination made from Kevlar and carbon 
for even more strength and reliability
These high-quality, almost unbreakable rods have been synonymous for years with lightness, 
stability and strength. Thanks to over 30 years of experience in the building of Kevlar rods, 
with this rod series we were able to optimally combine the lightness and breaking strength 
of Kevlar with the resilience and rigidity of carbon fibres. This material mix is made up of 50% 
Kevlar and 50% high-quality HM carbon fibres and makes for extremely light blanks with a 
           strong spine. The organic action curve from the butt to the tip pro- 
          vides accurate casting and controlled playing with the fish, both close  
          at hand and further away. The special feature of this rod series is the  
                        extreme conductibility of movement impulses. Its fittings with the finest  
  cork, Fuji SIC guides as well as Fuji reel seats make this rod a highlight for  
      every set of angling equipment. All SPORTEX KEV rods feature the new, innovative  
 SPORTEX Balance System S·B·S – integrated in the screwable end cap. Perfectly   
 balanced dream rods, especially designed for intensive casting

Original Fuji SIC guides

CARBON FIBRE & KEVLAR
The power combination

A material mix for real lovers and con-
noisseurs of the qualities of Kevlar. Highly 
modulated carbon fibre stands for lightness 
and strength. Kevlar stands for even more 
strength, high impact resistance and excel-
lent tensile strength capacities. These fast 
but tough rods are forgiving of errors during 
twist, and provide the safety and reliability 
needed from the little perch to the catfish
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SPORTEX OPAL OPAL DROP SHOT OPAL JERK

Innovative rods for ingenious angling – less  
material and less weight for increased dynamics
These brand new Opal rods received a lot more than just a face-lift. Using a brand 

new resin and surface refinement we managed to reduce the rods weight a lot. 

This weight reduction is supported by the latest development in Fuji reel-seats 

improving the rods action and sensitivity especially in the handle section. Contact 

is much better now and one can perfectly feel and control every movement of the 

bait. No matter if you’re fishing lakes, currents or tricky environments, these rods 

perform and deliver. Look at them and fish them – there are things one can not 

describe! Amongst the Opal series you will find Drop-Shot rods, Vertical rods, 

 Jerk rods for light jerking and twitching or a Lure rod for fishing heavy Shads etc. 

The new Drop Shot rods are designed for both fishing 
situations: the short versions for boat fishing, the long ver-
sions for fishing from the bank. The rods are build using 
the highly sensitive SPORTEX Solid Tip System. The whole 
construction of these rods, from the S·T·S full carbon tips 
to the slim, sensitive blank, which transfers even the finest 
vibration to the bait, is designed for maximum sensitivity 
in bait presentation. Due to the use of high-quality HM/
IM carbon fibre material in HT-Cross Winding-Technology, 
these rods develop their whole power when playing the 
fish, so even large zander will be landed safely.

Three of the four available models feature full-carbon 
STS-tips - 205 cm casting 10 g, 235 cm casting 15 g and 
305 cm casting 20 g – whereas the fourth model - 270 cm 
casting 20 g - comes with a stiffer tip section for Drop-
Shotting from the shore. 

The perfect jerk rod for multi- bait caster reels

Every detail of this rod – from the blank with HT Cross Winding-
Technology to the Fuji Low-Rider guides and Fuji reel seat 
– is conceived for jerk bait angling. A continuous stiff action 
ensures targeted controlled jerking of the bait.These rods 
are active! They are not just the typical stiff sticks, which 
slam against the wrists when playing the fish. Thanks to the 
SPORTEX Balance System S·B·S they sit perfectly balanced in 
the hand.

This series features three rods with fittings (trigger handle) 
for baitcasters and multipliers - 168 cm casting 65 g, 203 cm 
casting 110 g and 192 cm casting 170 g.

SPORTEX Balance System S·B·S 
with adjustable weight for  
individual comfort.

Original FUJI Alconite guides 

with maximum heat dissipation.

Opal Vertical
Opal Vertical rods stand for absolute versatility.

They are tailor made for all vertical techniques using 
small Jigheads for Pike, Pearch, Bass or Zander. The 
blank delivers very direct contact but evenly works 
over its complete length when playing fish. If you 
aim to chance your position on the lake these rods 
can also sweeten your day with a nice fish since they 
do a great job in light Trolling. And if this still is not 
enough versatility and you spot a fish near the far 
bank you just take a small Wobbler and cast - these 
rods playfully perform excellent casting, spinning, 
vertical jigging and Trolling. 
Opal Vertical series features two rods – one is 190 cm 
long and casts 19 g (Vertikal L) and the second is 
200 cm long and casts 30 g (Vertikal M).

Opal Lure
The soft bait rod par excellence!

At last we offer a soft bait rod for angling with a  
heavy jig head. This rod not only has a perfect stiff 
action for the best presention of heavy shads, but – 
typically for SPORTEX – also full sensitivity when 
spinning. 
The slim blank with HT-Cross Winding--Technology 
with a typically quicker SPORTEX action signals every 
movement of the bait directly. Perfectly balanced 
due to the S·B·S System, this rod allows many hours 
of effortless casting.

Design formats: length 270 cm 
Casting weight: 65 g

S•T•S Solid Tip-System 

(drop Shot)
Unbreakable tip for best 
bait presentation.

New FUJI reel seat for excellent, 
throughout rod action.

Predator rods
1 0  Y E A R

B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E
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SPORTEX CARBOFLEX NG-
Spinning rods

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

NG – The New Generation of modern spinning rods
The Carboflex series, now entering its third generation, is made of 100% HM / IM carbon fibre and is in perfect keeping with the SPORTEX 

tradition. The rods are semi-parabolic and traditionally have reserves of power right into the rod handle, yet evidently slimmer and lighter 

than ever. Accurate casting over long periods is simple with these light-weight blanks. Classically, premium quality cork handles and a  

beautifully engraved butt cap ensure a timeless, elegant finish.

Design formats: 

length 210 - 315 cm 

Casting weights: 

20 - 120 g

HM/IM CARBON FIBRE
For our pure carbon rods, we are using 
a proved and tested mix of high- and 
intermediate carbon fibres, which are 
carefully combined to a powerful yet 
light blank with excellent flexural and 
tensile strength.  
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SPORTEX BLACK PEARL
Slim, lightweight and extremely fast
Based on the legendary Black Stream series Sportex have taken the next step in development 

and presents the brand new BLACK PEARL rods. The unmistakable direct action and speediness 

of their predessor has been improved and over all they have become even lighter. To complete 

the improvements of the blank itself, these rods feature an ergonomically designed handle for 

increased bait control and a non-slip traction in casting. It’s not only the Sportex-quality and 

distinctive appearance which account for these rods, it is their aggressive character and  

impressive functionality which makes them a true BLACK PEARL – black and yellow. 

The BLACK PEARL-series features 12 individual rods from 7 ft up to 10.5 ft  

(210 cm to 310 cm) and test curves from 20 g to 80 g (2/3 oz. to 2 2/3 oz.).

Predator rods

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E
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SPORTEX Black Arrow HUCHEN de LUXE

Legendary spinning rod series for big predators
Here we introduce you to speciality models that have been developed for professionals 

requiring selected rods for certain situations. These classic rods have become an integral 

part of our sport. They’ve been favourites amongst top predator anglers for many years, 

both at sea and on the riverbank. 

Black Arrow rods have become a legendary series. Our engineers used these rods as the basis 

for the Huchen range rods that need to be able to cast heavier weights. Our Huchen Rod also 

makes an excellent heavy plugging rod when fishing for big pike with large lures, and has 

larger rings than other rods in the series. For enthusiasts of the modern Twister-angling,  

we offer the CARAT TWISTER in two length. 

The Legend

The Black Arrow in lengths of 275 to 335 cm with an 
ideal casting weight of 80g has the SPORTEX-specific 
semi-parabolic action, which facilitates the sensitive 
guidance of heavy spoons and twisters. Thanks to 
the HT-Cross Winding technology and the use of high-
quality carbon fibre these rods have an extremely 
fast taper, i.e. the rod does not wind back, so that the 
bait lands exactly where you want it to. Due to the 
dynamic power coming all the way down to the butt, 
you can selectively accelerate the playing of fish, 
without having to worry that the line will break due 
to rod overload. These rods are virtually unbreakable 
even in extreme use in fresh- and saltwater.
 

The power rod for the king of freshwater fish

Our entire experience over many years in the manu-
facture of spinning rods has gone into this excellent 
rod for Taimen (Danube salmon). It only became 
possible to develop a spinning rod which facilitates 
tireless casting for hours and sensitive playing with 
the fish without the risk of their being released, due to 
our HT-Cross Winding blank technology, for which we 
only use the best, high modular carbon fibres. In the 
development we specifically attached importance to 
the combination of the uncompromising spine and a 
not-too-hard tip. The use of SIC guides from size 40 
to 16 as the last guide, effectively prevents the icing, 
premature breakage and wear on the line. The handle 
is made from high-quality natural cork of the premi-
um class AAA and is ergonomically fitted for casting 
and the playing of the fish.

 

black arrow –
original FUJI SIC guides 

with high abrasion  
resistance and maximum  
heat dissipation

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

huchen de luxe –
extra-large 16‘  
flanged tip guide  

against icing and line 
abrasion

Black Arrow / Huchen
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SPORTEX SUPER SAFE  
Rod cases

You want to protect your valuable rods and reels securely from damage! 

The SPORTEX Super Safe cases are not only practical and roomy, they provide 

double protection in comparison with other bags.On the one hand by 

means of a flexible, attached inner shell made of shock-resistant PVC, 

on the other by means of a waterproof, abrasion-resistant outer  

surface made of 1.680 D nylon woven fabric.

The fitting with robust, corrosion-protected metal zip  

fasteners, padded interior sections and padded shoulder 

straps is typically SPORTEX functional and designed 

for many years‘ use. All large bags additionally 

have a new and easy-to-use rucksack function, 

that facilitates the transportation of your 

rods even more. In addition, all of the 

bags have a practical fitting for 

hanging up your bags. Each 

SPORTEX case is an ID for 

your valuation of  

your passion.

Air-cushioned 
cellular membrane

Shock-resistant and 
flexible PVC hard shell

1.680 D non-rip and
waterproof nylon 
fibre layer

Smooth and tear- 
proof SPX-lining

SPORTEX SUPER SAFE-Technology 
for perfect protection of rods and reels

The large bags have  
a handy rucksack 
function, that makes 
carrying your rods 
much easier.

I
Rod bag SUPER SAFE

for 1 rigged rod.
The perfect protection  
for your rod.

NEW – practical  
rucksack function

II
Rod bag SUPER SAFE

for 2 rigged rods. 
Elaborate SUPER SAFE rod case with 
padded inner sections.

NEW – practical rucksack function

III
Rod bag SUPER SAFE

with 3 compartments for 3 rigged or 
several unrigged rods.
Outstanding padded lining for total 
reliability. Padded shoulder strap and 
high-quality zip fasteners as for all 
SUPER SAFE models.

NEW – practical rucksack function

IV
XXL rod bag 

for 4 rigged or several unrigged rods. 
Three well-lined inner sections.  
A real safe for your valuable rods.

NEW – practical rucksack function

V
Rod bag with 2 trays 

for 2-4 rigged rods.
The SUPER SAFE Multi-talent with 2 trays for ready 
rigged telescopic or standard rods. 
Long outside bag for net, umbrella, etc…  
and 2 extra tool bags.

NEW – practical rucksack function
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SPORTEX-SUPER-SAFE-Rutenfutterale 

VI
Das perfekte SUPER-SAFE-Rutenrohr

Es gehört zu jeder Grundausrüstung eines 
Anglers. Besser können Sie Ihre Steckrute 
nicht schützen.

VII
SUPER-SAFE-Rutenrohr 
für eine montierte Rute

Bewährtes verbessern war unsere Devise bei diesem 
Rutentransportrohr. SUPER SAFE von SPORTEX ist der 
perfekte Schutz Ihrer hochwertigen montierten Spinnruten. 
Die SUPER-SAFE-Membrane ist innen gepolstert.  
Ein integriertes spezielles Rollenfach erlaubt das Einstecken 
der kompletten montierten Rute. Zu Hause hängen Sie Ihre 
Montage einfach an den Haken. Perfekt!

VIII
SUPER-SAFE-Rutenkoffer Carp 

Professionelle Karpfentasche aus SPORTEX Super-Safe 
Material. Bis zu 4 montierte Ruten passen problemlos in 
diese Rutentasche. Ihre Ruten sind dank stoßfester PVC-
Membrane und besonders dicker Polsterung sicher und 
geschützt. Dank der praktischen Rucksackfunktion können 
Sie diese Taschen auch ganz leicht transportieren.

NEU – praktische Rucksackfunktion

shock-resistant

PVC-membrane

Seite doppelt !!
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shock-resistant

PVC-membrane

Art.-No.  Description Trays Length
Price*  
euro

Rod bags

I 301126 Super Safe bags 1 tray for rigged rod 125 cm 37.95 

I 301146 Super Safe bags 1 tray for rigged rod 145 cm 41.95

I 301166 Super Safe bags 1 tray for rigged rod 165 cm 45.95

II 302151 Super Safe bags 2 trays for rigged rod 150 cm 63.95

II 302166 Super Safe bags 2 trays for rigged rod 165 cm 67.95

II 302181 Super Safe bags 2 trays for rigged rod 180 cm 72.95

III 303151 Super Safe bags 3 trays for rigged rod 150 cm 84.50

III 303176 Super Safe bags 3 trays for rigged rod 175 cm 89.95

III 303191 Super Safe bags 3 trays for rigged rod 190 cm 94.95

IV 304166 Super Safe bags 4 trays for rigged rod 165 cm 109.95

V 307151 Super Safe Rod bags 2 trays 2 - 4 rigged rods 150 cm 78.95 

V 307166 Super Safe Rod bags 2 trays 2 - 4 rigged rods 165 cm 85.95 

V 307191 Super Safe Rod bags 2 trays 2 - 4 rigged rods 190 cm 89.95

Rod tube

VI 305151 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rod 150 cm 24.95

VI 305166 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rod 165 cm 27.95

Soft bag

VII 309126 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 125 cm 19.95 

VII 309146 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 145 cm 23.95

VII 309161 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 160 cm 25.95

VII 309176 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 175 cm 27.95

VII 309191 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 190 cm 30.95 

Rod tube

VIII 308151 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rigged rod 150 cm 45.95 

VIII 308166 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rigged rod 165 cm 52.95

Rod case    

IX 310191 Rod case for up to 4 rigged rods 12‘ 192 cm 139.50

IX 310206 Rod case for up to 4 rigged rods 12‘ 209 cm 149.95

Model Art.No. Length pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

 
Tolerance

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

inStinct rodS
IS3053 199303 300 cm 2 156 cm 50 g 34 - 66 g 220 g 8 184.95 13

IS3054 199304 305 cm 2 156 cm 80 g 54 - 95 g 248 g 8 199.95 13

IS3006 199306 300 cm 2 154 cm 110 g 72 - 141 g 265 g 8 219.95 13

IS3057 199307 305 cm 2 156 cm 150 g 105 - 159 g 290 g 7 229.95 13

Styx
XV1881 114181 188 cm 1 188 cm 30 g 19 - 38 g 99 g 6 239.00 16
XV1882 Cast 114182 188 cm 1 188 cm 30 g 19 - 38 g 107 g 7 239.00 16
XT2201 114221 220 cm 2 156 cm 105 g 89 - 119 g 138 g 9 269.00 16
XT2202 Cast 114222 220 cm 2 156 cm 105 g 89 - 119 g 145 g 10 269.00 16
XB2401 114241 240 cm 2 124 cm 40 g 28 - 55 g 156 g 9 289.00 17
XB2701 114271 270 cm 2 139 cm 40 g 28 - 55 g 178 g 10 309.00 17

opal rodS
Opal DrOp ShOt 
dS2061 135206 205 cm 2 108 cm 10 g 8 - 19 g 104 g 8 159.95 18
dS2361 135236 235 cm 2 122 cm 15 g 11 - 21 g 115 g 9 169.95 18
dS2712 135276 270 cm 2 140 cm 20 g 13 - 29 g 179 g 10 184.95 18
dS3062 135306 305 cm 2 161 cm 20 g 12 - 25 g 152 g 11 199.95 18
Opal JErk 
Je2101 113125 198 cm 2 104 cm 65 g 45 - 70 g 136 g 10 179.95 18
Je2051 113126 203 cm 1+griff 164 cm 110 g 90 - 130 g 160 g 8 186.95 18
Je2201 113127 192 cm 1+griff 157 cm 170 g 150 - 190 g 151 g 8 186.95 18
Opal VErtIcal  
Vt2103 113133 190 cm 2 100 cm 19 g 12 - 22 g 100 g 9 179.95 19
Vt2105 113155 200 cm 2 105 cm 30 g 15 - 35 g 115 g 10 186.95 19
Opal lUrE
ol2705 113274 270 cm 2 141 cm 65 g 40 - 85 g 245 g 9 219.95 19

carboflex ng
ng1800 165180 180 cm 2 94 cm 5 g 1-7 g 143 g 8 79.95 20
ng2100 165210 210 cm 2 109 cm 10 g 3-12 g 153 g 9 86.95 20
NG2101 165211 210 cm 2 109 cm 20 g 15-35 g 155 g 9 94.95 20
NG2102 165212 210 cm 2 109 cm 40 g 35-50 g 159 g 9 99.95 20
NG2401 165241 240 cm 2 124 cm 20 g 15-35 g 175 g 9 105.95 20
NG2402 165242 240 cm 2 124 cm 40 g 35-50 g 178 g 9 114.95 20
NG2702 165272 270 cm 2 142 cm 40 g 35-50 g 193 g 9 124.95 20
NG2703 165273 275 cm 2 142 cm 60 g 45-75 g 209 g 9 139.95 20
NG2705 165275 275 cm 2 142 cm 80 g 65-90 g 225 g 9 149.95 20
NG2707 165277 275 cm 2 142 cm 120 g 95-130 g 240 g 9 169.95 20
ng3002 165302 300 cm 2 157 cm 40 g 35-50 g 230 g 9 142.95 20
ng3152 165312 315 cm 2 160 cm 30 g 20-40 g 240 g 9 149.95 20
ng3103 165313 310 cm 2 160 cm 60 g 45-75 g 268 g 9 159.95 20
ng3105 165315 310 cm 2 160 cm 80 g 65-93 g 282 g 9 175.00 20

black pearl
br2101 156211 210 cm 2 110 cm 20 g 15 - 28 g 141 g 8 89.95 22
br2401 156241 240 cm 2 124 cm 20 g 16 - 28 g 159 g 8 94.95 22
br2402 156242 240 cm 2 124 cm 40 g 35 - 49 g 165 g 8 99.95 22
br2403 156243 240 cm 2 124 cm 60 g 49 - 68 g 175 g 8 114.95 22
br2701 156271 270 cm 2 139 cm 20 g 16 - 30 g 178 g 8 114.95 22
br2702 156272 270 cm 2 139 cm 40 g 35 - 53 g 184 g 8 119.95 22
br2753 156273 275 cm 2 142 cm 60 g 51 - 70 g 198 g 8 124.95 22
br2704 156274 270 cm 2 139 cm 80 g 72 - 91 g 224 g 8 129.95 22
br3051 156301 305 cm 2 157 cm 30 g 21 - 38 g 214 g 8 129.95 22
br3002 156302 300 cm 2 155 cm 40 g 36 - 59 g 225 g 8 124.95 22
br3103 156313 310 cm 2 160 cm 60 g 51 - 71 g 242 g 8 134.95 22
br3004 156304 300 cm 2 155 cm 80 g 69 - 93 g 252 g 8 139.95 22
huchen de luxe
th2737 108290 275 cm 2 145 cm 138 g 80 - 150 g 335 g 7 225.00 24

black arrow
Sp2743 144290 275 cm 2 145 cm 80 g 40 - 90 g 250 g 7 265.00 24

Sp3043 144310 300 cm 2 157 cm 80 g 40 - 90 g 250 g 8 279.00 24
Sp3343 144340 335 cm 2 175 cm 80 g 40 - 90 g 280 g 9 295.00 24

Model Art.No. Length pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

 
Tolerance

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

tiboron high-end Spinning rodS        
TB2101 180211 210 cm 2 109 cm 10 g 5 - 14 g 141 g 8 399.00 8
TB2491 180241 240 cm 2 124 cm 20 g 9 - 28 g 181 g 9 425.00 8
TB2492 180242 240 cm 2 123 cm 40 g 26 - 48 g 197 g 9 435.00 8
TB2791 180271 270 cm 2 141 cm 20 g 9 - 29 g 197 g 9 439.00 8
TB2792 180272 270 cm 2 141 cm 40 g 27 - 48 g 208 g 9 459.00 8
TB2793 180273 270 cm 2 140 cm 60 g 37 - 71 g 216 g 9 479.00 8
TB2795 180275 275 cm 2 142 cm 80 g 55 - 90 g 214 g 9 529.00 8
TB3092 180302 305 cm 2 156 cm 30 g 12 - 36 g 217 g 11 519.00 8
carat Z
CA2100 112210 210 cm 2 109 cm 12 g 9 - 16 g 105 g 6 175.00 10
CA2101 112212 210 cm 2 109 cm 25 g 12 - 33 g 125 g 6 185.00  10
CA2401 112241 240 cm 2 124 cm 20 g 14 - 26 g 140 g 7 209.00  10
CA2402 112242 240 cm 2 124 cm 35 g 24 - 44 g 155 g 7 215.00  10
CA2601 112261 265 cm 2 136 cm 20 g 14 - 25 g 185 g 8 215.00  10
CA2702 112272 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 35 g 23 - 44 g 210 g 7 235.00  10
CA2703 112273 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 50 g 38 - 64 g 240 g 8 249.00  10
CA2704 112274 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 65 g 49 - 75 g 245 g 8 259.00  10
CA2705 112275 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 80 g 71 - 93 g 250 g 8 265.00  10
CA2707 112277 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 110 g 98 - 128 g 290 g 8 269.00  10
CA3002 112302 300 cm 2 154 cm 40 g 32 - 48 g 270 g 9 265.00  10
CA3003 112303 300 cm 2 154 cm 60 g 52 - 73 g 295 g 8 272.00  10
CA3004 112304 300 cm 2 154 cm 75 g 60 - 84 g 300 g 8 279.00  10
CA3007 112307 300 cm 2 154 cm 110 g 98 - 120 g 320 g 8 289.00  10
CA3307 112337 330 cm 2 169 cm 110 g 98 - 129 g 350 g 8 299.00  10
carat Z JIg
CA2712 112222 270 cm 2 138.5 cm 30 g 25 - 40 g 235 g 8 225.00  10
carat Z SEatrOUt 
CA3052 112305 305 cm 2 156 cm 28 g 17-38 g 285 g 11 269.00 11
CA3302 112335 335 cm 2 169 cm 28 g 15-36 g 305 g 11 289.00 11
carat Z 4/5 pIEcE 
CA2724 112207   300/240 cm 5 65 cm 40 g 19-52 g 192/151 g 9/8 285.00 11
CA2725 112208   300/240 cm 5 65 cm 65 g 42-78 g 198/153 g 9/8 295.00 11

keVlar rodS 
kEV SpIN lIght  
SP2701 119270 270 cm 2 145 cm 20 g 12 - 28 g 180 g 9 279.00  14
kEV SpIN    
SP2403 120230 240 cm 2 128 cm 30 g 25 - 39 g 190 g 6 269.00  14
SP2753 120270 275 cm 2 145 cm 30 g 26 - 40 g 210 g 7 279.00  14
SP2704 120274 270 cm 2 145 cm 60 g 43 - 68 g 210 g 7 299.00 14
SP3053 120300 300 cm 2 160 cm 35 g 26 - 41 g 225 g 7 299.00 14
SP3014 120304 300 cm 2 160 cm 60 g 43 - 68 g 225 g 7 329.00 14
kEV pIkE
SP2755 121270 275 cm 2 145 cm 80 g 40 - 80 g 225 g 7 309.00 15
SP3055 121300 300 cm 2 160 cm 80 g 40 - 80 g 250 g 8 335.00 15
kEV SEa SpIN
SP2756 121290 275 cm 2 145 cm 100 g 80 - 110 g 260 g 7 335.00 15
SP3056 121310 300 cm 2 160 cm 100 g 80 - 110 g 270 g 8 349.00 15
kEV carp
KEV Carp dL 
12ft 2.5lbs

122370 366 cm 2 190 cm 2.5 lb g - 300 g 8 389.00 15

inStinct-ruten 
IS2151 199211 215 cm 2 111 cm 15 g 9 - 27 g 119 g 6 134.95 13
IS2102 199212 210 cm 2 109 cm 35 g 23 - 43 g 127 g 6 144.95 13
IS2402 199242 240 cm 2 123 cm 35 g 24 - 44 g 139 g 6 152.95 13
IS2403 199403 240 cm 2 123 cm 50 g 36 - 62 g 152 g 7 159.95 13
IS2501 199251 250 cm 2 129 cm 20 g 13 - 31 g 145 g 6 144.95 13
IS2751 199271 275 cm 2 142 cm 20 g 14 - 31 g 157 g 8 152.95 13
IS2752 199272 275 cm 2 142 cm 35 g 23 - 44 g 188 g 8 159.95 13
IS2753 199273 275 cm 2 142 cm 50 g 34 - 67 g 180 g 7 169.95 13
IS2754 199274 275 cm 2 142 cm 80 g 56 - 97 g 215 g 7 184.95 13
IS2706 199276 270 cm 2 140 cm 110 g 77 - 143 g 238 g 7 215.00 13
IS2707 199277 270 cm 2 140 cm 150 g 105 - 161 g 260 g 7 219.50 13
IS3002 199302 300 cm 2 154 cm 35 g 23 - 43 g 197 g 9 179.95 13

SPORTEX SUPER SAFE Rod cases 

VI
The perfect SUPER SAFE  
rod tube 

It is part of an angler‘s basic 
equipment. You cannot protect 
your rod in a better way. 

VIII
SUPER SAFE Rod tube

for one rigged rod.
Tried and tested improvement was our motto for this rod 
transport tube. SUPER SAFE by SPORTEX is the perfect 
protection for your high-quality, rigged spinning rods. 
The SUPER SAFE lining is padded on the inside. 
An integrated, special reel box facilitates the insertion of 
the complete assembled rod. At home, simply hang your 
assembled equipment by the hooks. Perfect!

IX
SUPER SAFE Carp rod case 

Professional carp bags made from the SPORTEX Super Safe 
material. For up to 4 rigged carp rods fit perfectly into this 
bag. Your precious carp rods are especially safe, owing to 
the shock-resistant PVC-membrane and the really good and 
strong cushion-membrane. Thanks to the helpful rucksack 
function, these bags – even fully loaded – are easy to carry.

VII 
SUPER SAFE Soft bag

for one rigged rod.
These soft rod cases in 5 different 
lengths, with an outer surface 
made of abrasion-resistant  
600 D material, are outstandingly  
manufactured and protect  
your high-quality rods. *recommended retail price *recommended retail price
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Carp rods – the strong and the silent
Powerful construction, elegant design and perfect workmanship – these are the standards 

by which we develop carp rods. Moreover, they provide perfect power deployment when 

casting and striking. Absolute precision in the placement of the bait, even at the furthest 

distance, and the shortest possible reaction time at the strike. And absolute reliability at the 

twist every time, overcoming any surprise attempts to get away. All of this in a perfect  

package – exactly what you can expect with a carp rod from SPORTEX. Slim, light, and made 

of the finest components the market has to offer, our carp rods are the non plus ultra in 

blank technology and functional minimalist design – there’s nothing better.
Expert advice:

Be flexible...
On the carp scene, the concept of ‘roaming’ is well established. It’s about being flexible and  

switching between fishing spots. It brings better results than persevering with just one spot. 

During a session, move between spots once in a while just to find out how alternatives are  

fishing. The best times to move are early morning and late evening.

32 33
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BRILLANT CARP FBC CARP MORION MORION STALKERSPORTEX

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G UA R A N T E E

Innovative carp rods for the ultimate in quality.
SPORTEX carp rods combine understatement in design with optimum action and function 

in a way no other rods can do. Thanks to top quality high-modular carbon fibres or optimised 

Kevlar/high-modular carbon fibres in HT-Cross-Winding technology, for decades we have 

been making the carp rods which people like you have been searching for. 

The high quality fittings for our blanks, with the best Fuji components, rings and reel holders, 

will provide many hours of aesthetic pleasure and great success on the water for years to 

come. They have been developed by professionals for professionals in carp fishing – 

people who refuse to accept compromise when it comes to their equipment. 

A leader on the world market 

There is nothing that cannot be improved. That’s even true 
about our BRILLANT CARP rods, which have been hugely 
successful for years. Cutting entirely free from the past, we 
have redesigned this rod completely, taking into account every 
request from our development team. 

Thanks to our new type of high-modular carbon fibres, the 
new blank has been optimised in diameter, lightness, deploy-
ment of power and action. With a diameter of only 12 mm 
at the handle, this rod is the slimmest on the world market, 
and all with a weight of less than 300 grammes. Our HT-Cross-
Winding technology has made all this possible. Compare your 
rods with the new BRILLANT CARP, and you’ll soon see what 
progress really can be made in modern rod construction.

Design formats: 
length 12‘, 13‘ 

Casting weights:  
2.75, 3, 3.5 lb

Fisherman‘s Best Choice

With this aspiration in mind, we developed a rod 
series that wrote history. Unbeatable when casting, 
without unnecessary subsequent whipping but in 
the typical English style, these rods were and still are 
the benchmark for success and quality. Starting from 
blank materials, which conform with the latest exper-
tise in carbon manufacturing, to the refined HT-Cross 
Winding-technology and rod building with only the 
best and most functional components, these rods 
still set the benchmarks for the fans of traditional 
English carp rods.

Design formats: 
length 12‘, 12.5“ 

Casting weights:  
2.75, 3, 3.5 lb

Slim, fast and light

These are the key factors which were in the fore 
when developing these new carp rods. The result: 
a dreamlike high-performance blank with unique 
performance, sensitivity and reaction ability. Due 
to the SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding technology it has 
enormous power reserves when casting and playing 
the fish. The Morion rods stand for a brand new 
generation of SPORTEX carp rods. Long-distance and 
targeted casting is effortlessly possible. 

Design formats:  Casting weights: 
length 12‘  2.5 lb, 2.75 lb and 3 lb

 

The Movement

These short “stalking-rods” are ideal for catching 
carp from bank or boat. As in the other Morion carp 
rods, the blanks are slender and extremely powerful 
as a result of our HT-Cross Winding process.

Design formats: 
length 10‘, 11‘ 

Casting weight:  
2.75 lb

fbc carp –
original FUJI Alconite  
guides

with high abrasion resistance  
and maximum heat dissipation

The new 

brilliant carp –  
new Anti-Tangle  
FUJI SIC-guides

Guide sizes
Morion Stalker

Guide sizes 
Morion

Guide sizes
FBC 2.75 - 3

Guide sizes
FBC 3.5

Guide sizes 
Brillant

Carp rods
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SPORTEX                
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Helical Core Cross-Winding

With this carp rod we are following entirely new paths to the future of rod construction. 

For the first time, as with our CARAT Z, we were able to make our innovative material com-

bination of CARBON FIBRE and ZYLON into a reality in the form of a carp rod. This is one of 

the slimmest carp rods anywhere on the market; and all this with a lightness, agility and 

strength which could only be achieved by the innovative material mix in combination with 

our advanced developments in HT-Cross-Winding technology, which is being used for the  

          first time in this series of rods. 

“Unbreakable” under normal conditions, this rod combines all the elements which go to 

make a professional carp rod: super-slim blank; extreme lightness; fast, controlled action; 

and a progressive deployment of power, which ends every twist with success. And, of course, 

the rod fittings meet the high demands made upon every SPORTEX product. 

Extra large original SIC rings, # 50 start ring, original FUJI reel seat, sectioned Duplon handle 

with metal closure cap. 

For every occasion the ideal rod: 12‘ from 2.50 lb to 3 lb and 13‘ 3.75 lb.

Sportiness and professionalism in CARBON FIBRE and zylon Carp rod  

Guide sizes
Carp Z 2,5 - 2.75 - 3

Guide sizes
Carp Z 3.75

Original SIC guides 

with high abrasion resistance and  

maximum heat dissipation. 

This is the first time ever that the revolutionary Helical Core Cross-Winding  
has been used in conjunction with zylon fibres. 

The rod blank consists of five special layers of carbon fibres and zylon laid in a single direction. The core is  
formed from an HM carbon fibre, which provides the basis for the special speed and strength of the “Z”.  
Using a new process developed by us, the penultimate layer of carbon fibre is arranged above the zylon  
and runs counter to it, with the result that a unique helix structure is created which provides the rod with  
perfect casting characteristics. 
    ■    Longer casts thanks to a five-fold blank structure
    ■    Perceptibly increased accuracy thanks to Helical Core Cross-Winding
    ■     Improved speed and optimised reset behaviour thanks to a  

HM carbon fibre core and zylon

  Our designers are delighted with this new rod. Why not try out the  
advantages of this high-tech carp rod for yourself – you’ll soon be  
persuaded too.

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E
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SPORTEX
SPECIMEN CARP II COMPETITION CARP COMPETITION SPOD     

12 16 20 25 30 40

16 16 20 25 30 40

16 16 20 25 30 40 16 16 20 25 30 50
The best SPORTEX traditions in perfect harmony

This new series of rods in a modern design is the 
result of SPORTEX’s own HT-Cross-Winding process. 
This makes casts of supreme distance possible, pre-
cisely on target, while the sensitive action is retained 
during fantastic twists. The Specimen Carp II has an 
optimum semi-parabolic carp action, a strong spine, 
and high stand-up capacity. It reflects the trend to-
wards perceptibly slimmer and lighter rods, with no 
compromise when it comes to performance capacity 
and security. Ringing is provided by 100% SIC rings 
for optimum heat dispersion. FUJI reel holder. 

Design formats: 
length 12‘, 13‘ 

Casting weights:  
2.75 lb, 3 lb, 3.50 lb

English feeling with SPORTEX perfection

Our Competition Carp shows that a light, slim, high 
performance rod doesn’t have to cost the earth. 
The rod is perfect for the carp angler who doesn’t 
just want to cast long distances, but also demands 
a rod that will set the hook safely no matter the 
distance and allow the angler to enjoy the fight. 
The Competition Carp provides a lot of enjoyment 
and it will look really good on your rod pod, too.

A 12‘ rod with 2.75 lb, 3 lb, 3.25 lb, 3.5 lb
and a 13‘ with 3.5 lb

With the Competition Spod, you simply cast  
your spods further into the horizon. 
Distances over 160 yds are possible.

A 13 ‘ rod with real 5.5 lb!

Carp rods

Guide sizes
Specimen 2.75 - 3

Guide sizes
Specimen 3.5

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

Carbon landing net poles
One piece, telescopic and unbreakable

The new type of telescopic landing net poles develo-
ped by SPORTEX perfectly combines two functions. 

Extended to 1.80 m it is ideal as a landing net pole 
to be used from the bank. The highlight is the new 
adjustment system: when landing, or on the boat the 
landing net pole can be telescoped together and the 
“long end” is therefore no longer in the way. 

The 180b cm one-piece landing pole has become 
legendary. Based on the handle of a Brillant Carp 
rod, it is also irreplaceable for the Boilie shovel as a 
throwing stick. Due to the English screw fitting at the 
head, a landing net can be easily fitted.

Guide sizes
Competition 2.5 - 2.75 - 3

Guide sizes
Competition 3.5 - Spod
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Catfish rods – at home in every hot spot
They can’t be forced and they can’t be taken by surprise. In truth, even the best is only just 

good enough for the largest of our freshwater fish. Thanks to innovative HT-Cross Winding 

blank technology, which brings together strength and action into an unbeatable combina-

tion, our catfish rods are unique on the market. There’s no lifeless thrashing about, Instead 

you have active special rods, with actions perfectly matched for use as spin buoys or boat 

rods. With a SPORTEX catfish rod, you are holding decades of experience in the production 

of agile rods for large fish plus the practical experience of our catfish team. 

Expert advice:

Try one size smaller!
When spin fishing for big catfish,  

most fishermen think in terms of 

extra-large lures the size of shoehorns. 

Of course these big lures do catch fish, 

but statistics show that more catfish 

are actually caught with smaller lures  

between 9 and 15 cm in length,  

whether it’s spoons or soft lures.  

Colder waters require smaller lures. 
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SPORTEX
TEAM WALLER SPIN TEAM WALLER BOAT

TEAM WALLER BOJE TEAM WALLER MAGNUS CATFISH

The specialist rod for a guaranteed catch

With a length of 275 cm and 300 cm these rods with 
their flexible, powerful tips are perfectly designed for 
playing the fish close to or directly under the boat. 
It is precisely here that the correct rod action is im-
portant, as many rods simply just buckle under and 
hours of senseless pumping begin. both SPORTEX 
boat rods, in contrast, work actively against this at 
every stage, so that the pumping actually arrives at 
the catfish.

Design formats: 
length 275 cm and 305 cm 

Casting weight:  
400 g

The classic stand-up rod 

In length, action and casting weight it is exactly 
tailored to the demands of angling with buoys and 
pellets-riggings. When it is about not letting the 
catfish pull back a single meter, with closed reel bra-
kes, after taking a bite, then a maximum amount of 
power is needed. This rod, with its enormous energy 
reserves, delivers this power into the water without 
loss and is rarely overstrained. The advantages of 
the HT-Cross Winding Technology are brought fully to 
bear.

Design formats: 
length 330 cm 

Casting weight:  
400 g

Slim,extremely powerful and fast to react 

These indomitable rods are hardly heavier than a 
sturdy pike rod. Due to the semi-parabolic action 
and the powerful handle you can pit your whole 
bodyweight against the fish, without fearing a break. 
The high-quality SIC guides in triangle design are 
extremely smooth, abrasion-resistant and dissipate 
heat. 

Design formats: 
length 275 cm, 300 cm and 320 cm 

Casting weight:  
200 g

The Secret Weapon 

The Magnus Catfish sea fishing rod has already  
been in use for a few years for catfish on the  
River Po. The powerful yet still somewhat softer  
action gives the rod a special flexural capacity. 
Thanks to the shortness of the Magnus, it functions 
like a vertical rod for catfish. We have now adapted 
the grip concept to the special requirements of  
catfish enthusiasts, and the rod will bring any  
catfish to the surface.

One version is all it takes: 2.10 m and 30 lb –  
it’s the power lifter for every catfish.

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

TEAM WALLER
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Seite doppelt !!

SPORTEX TEAM WALLER FUN
TEAM WALLER FUN SPIN
In Aktion und Leichtigkeit für das Spinnfischen 
mit schweren Kunstködern wie Blinker, Shads und 
Wobbler entwickelt. Mit ihrer Spezialaktion und dem 
gesamten Aufbau mit ergonomischem Griff und 
Original SIC-Ringen entsprechen sie bester SPORTEX-
Spinnrutentradition. 

Ausführungen: 

2-teilig, Längen: 280 bis 330 cm

Wurfgewichte: 

100 bis 400 Gramm 

TEAM WALLER FUN DRIFT
Mit dieser Rute haben wir für das Driftangeln vom 
Boot eine absolute Spezialrute konzipiert, die genau 
den Anforderungen kontrollierter Führung der 
Montage, durchdringendem Anhieb und kraftvoll 
forciertem Drill im Nahbereich oder unter dem Boot 
entspricht.

Ausführungen: 

Zweiteilig, Längen: 275 bis 320 cm

Wurfgewicht: 

200 Gramm 

TEAM WALLER FUN BOJE
Als spezialisierte Stand Up-Rute ist die Kraft dieser 
Rute „gnadenlos“. Selbst am unwegsamen Ufer, mit 
blockierter Bremse, haben Sie Ihren Kapitalen voll 
im Griff. Sie arbeitet im Drill aktiv bis ins Handteil, so 
dass Sie Ihre ganze Kraft dem Fisch entgegensetzen 
können. 

Ausführungen: 

2-teilig, Länge: 330 cm

Wurfgewicht: 

300 Gramm 

www.climax-fishingline.de

Team Waller Fun
Der Weg zum Erfolg

Nahezu unzerbrechlich und unverwechsel-

bar im Design sind diese kraftvollen Waller-

spezialisten „Angelspaß“ pur – mit höchster 

SPORTEX-Technologie vom Feinsten. 

Die Blanks aus einem speziell von uns 

 entwickelten Kohlefaser-Gewebe verleihen 

diesen Ruten eine besondere Progressivität 

von der Spitze bis zum Handteil. Eine Kraft, 

der kein Waller gewachsen ist.

 

       The specialist 

    for Carp and Catfish
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SPORTEX
TEAM WALLER FUN SPIN TEAM WALLER FUN DRIFT TEAM WALLER FUN BOJE

TEAM WALLER FUN

Developed with full regard to action and lightness 
for spin fishing with heavy artificial baits such as 
blinkers, shads and wobblers. With their special 
action and their overall structure with ergonomic 
handle and original SIC rings, these really live up to 
the traditions set by the best SPORTEX spinning rods.

Design formats: 
length 280 cm 

Casting weight:  
200 g

With this rod we have come up with an absolute 
speciality in drift fishing, which precisely meets the 
needs of controlled guidance in setting up, penetra-
ting strike and powerful forced twist in the area close 
to or under the boat. 

Design formats: 
length 305 cm 

Casting weight:  
400 g 

As a specialised stand-up rod, this is a mercilessly 
strong creation. Even on impassable banks, with 
locked brake, you have your biggest resource firmly 
in your grip. By actively working when twisting, right 
into the hand section, it means you can pit the whole 
of your strength against the fish. 

Design formats: 
length 330 cm 

Casting weight:  
300 g

Team Waller Fun
Specialists in success

Almost unbreakable, and unmistakeable 

in design, these powerful catfish specialist 

rods are “fishing fun”, pure and simple, with 

SPORTEX technology at its finest. The blanks 

are made from a high-density fibreglass/

carbon fibre mixed fabric material especially 

developed by us, which gives these rods 

a special degree of progressiveness from 

the tip to the hand section. It’s the kind of 

strength that no catfish can beat.

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

Model Art.No. Length Length pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

carp rodS

BrIllaNt carp

Brillant Carp 2011 142151 366 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 2.75 lb 295 g 6  385.00 34 

Brillant Carp 2011 142161 366 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 3 lb 305 g 6  419.00 34

Brillant Carp 2011 142171 396 cm 13‘ 2 207 cm 3.5 lb 345 g 6  469.00 34

FBc

FBC366/275 141530 366 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 2.75 lb 310 g 6  295.00 35

FBC380/300 141550 380 cm 12‘5“ 2 197 cm 3 lb 335 g 6  299.00 35

FBC380/350 141570 380 cm 12‘5“ 2 197 cm 3.5 lb 375 g 6  319.00 35

MOrION

Morion 142700 366 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 2.5 lb 280 g 7  259.00 35

Morion 142710 366 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 2.75 lb 295 g 7  279.00 35

Morion 142720 366 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 3 lb 315 g 7  289.00 35

MOrION StalkEr

Morion Stalker 142740 300 cm 10‘ 2 154 cm 2.75 lb 232.3 g 7  195.00 35

Morion Stalker 142750 330 cm 11‘ 2 172 cm 2.75 lb 261 g 7  215.00 35

Z 141520 366 cm 12‘ 2 187 cm 2.5 lb 267 g 6  299.00 36

Z 141555 366 cm 12‘ 2 187 cm 2.75 lb 285 g 6  329.00 36

Z 141560 366 cm 12‘ 2 187 cm 3 lb 291 g 6  349.00 36

Z 141580 396 cm 13‘ 2 203 cm 3.75 lb 354 g 6  369.00 36

SpEcIMEN carp II

Specimen Carp II 142602 366 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 2.75 lb 300 g 6 195.00 38

Specimen Carp II 142612 366 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 3 lb 315 g 6 209.00 38

Specimen Carp II 142622 396 cm 13‘ 2 204 cm 3.5 lb 398 g 6 235.00 38

cOMpEtItION carp

Comp. Carp 144275 365 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 2.75 lb 282 g 6  135.00 38

Comp. Carp 144300 365 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 3 lb 295.6 g 6  145.00 38

Comp. Carp 144325 365 cm 12‘ 2 188 cm 3.25 lb 308 g 6  159.00 38

Comp. Carp 144350 365 cm 12‘ 2 189 cm 3.5 lb 322 g 6  169.00 38

Comp. Carp 144352 395 cm 13‘ 2 202 cm 3.5 lb 353 g 6  179.00 38

cOMpEtItION SpOD

Comp. Spod 144552 395 cm 13‘ 2 203 cm 5.5 lb 422.5 g 6  195.00 38

Model Art.No. Length pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

 
Tolerance

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

landing net poleS

Kescherstock 145380 180 cm 1 180 cm - - 200 g -  59.00 39

team waller rodS

tEaM WallEr BOat

TW2709 109280 275 cm 2 187 cm 400 g 200 - 400 g 450 g 9  239.00 42

TW3009 109320 305 cm 2 158 cm 400 g 200 - 400 g 500 g 8  249.00 42

tEaM WallEr BOJE

TW3209 109350 330 cm 2 172 cm 400 g 300 - 600 g 570 g 8  259.00 42

tEaM WallEr SpIN

TW2818 110260 275 cm 2 146 cm 200 g 90 - 210 g 380 g 9  245.00 42

TW3018 110330 300 cm 2 158 cm 200 g 90 - 210 g 390 g 9  255.00 42

TW3218 110340 320 cm 2 165 cm 200 g 90 - 210 g 405 g 9  259.00 42

tEaM WallEr FUN

WF2808 - Spin 111281 280 cm 2 147 cm 100 - 250 g - 398 g 9  139.95 44

WF3009 - Drift 111300 305 cm 2 155 cm 150 - 300 g - 472 g 9  149.95 44

WF3309 - Boje 111330 330 cm 2 160 cm 250 - 400 g - 608 g 9  159.95 44

tEaM WallEr MagNUS catFISh

TW2130 110185 185 cm 2 134 cm 30 lb 150 - 450 g 229 g 8  199.95 42

*recommended retail price
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Sea rods – The power to bring everything to the surface
Supreme power in widely differing situations, sustained toughness, and blanks and compo-

nents matched to each other in every respect – all factors which put SPORTEX sea rods in a 

class of their own. Whether you are trolling, drifting or surf fishing, when it comes to action 

and design every sea rod from SPORTEX is matched precisely to its use. It is incredible what 

strength, security and agility can be packed into these slim rods. On the one hand, they pro-

vide more sensitivity for the bait, and, like a spinning rod, allow for hours of fatigue-free use 

even in the harshest weather conditions. On the other, everything is designed to deal  

with the extreme demands of sea fishing, from the top quality paint finish, through  

to the robust rings, powerful reel holders and ergonomic hand sections.

Expert advice:

During spring time soft baits (Shads, Twister) are my first choice to catch 
halibut. These active predators chase partly in extremely shallow waters. 
Their preferred prey: lumpfish and common shore crabs.

The best bait colors are accordingly: dark-green, brown-orange and 
motoroil for crabs as well as blue-silver. Pink and brown-red-gold for 
lumpfish. In late summer, bait fish, especially pollack and haddock, are 
a real winner on halibut. Don’t spare on sizes: A pollack of 40cm size is 
exactly right.

Rainer Korn, editor in Chief “Kutter & Küste” magazine, Germany

Rainer Korn, editor in Chief “Kutter & Küste”  
magazine. Fish caught with Jolokia Jigging 150g.
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SEASTAR Travel SEASTAR Trolling Jigging Pilk Boat

SPORTEX

SEASTAR 
The perfect combination of performance and quality: these sea rods are designed  
to be constant companions on journeys and reliable partners on trawler vessels.  
The high demands of sea fishing set the standard for their performance.  
And the upgraded Seastar Travel is now also available in a new design, which will  
absolutely delight you. Pure pleasure in sea fishing – that’s exactly what you can  
expect with both these series of rods.

Sea rods 1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

JOLOKIA
This new series of rods owes its name, Jolokia, to the spiciest chili bean in the world.   
A striking, aristocratic design, perfect craftsmanship and sharp twists – all this  
awaits you with the JOLOKIA sea rods, a series seemingly one step ahead of the future.

With just 60 cm transport length this 5-piece   
travel rod is ideal for trips abroad. Both rods are  

ideal for fishing trips abroad and at home with a total 
length of 270 cm and a casting weight of 80 g to  

100 g and 90 g to 160 g for fishing large fish on all  
seas or at home for zander, pike and cod.

This new range of light-weight trolling rods has been 
designed to be fished with downriggers, side-planers 
or indeed without any trolling aids. Even though 
we’ve utilised top quality carbon in the rod tip, it is 
remarkably flexible. But the really special thing about 
this rod is the progressive action. The power deve-
lops steadily from the butt to the tip without the rod 
tip becoming unstable. If you are trolling deep for big 
salmon, giant cod or ferox trout, then this is the rod 
to have with you.

Design formats: 
length 180, 240, 270 cm 

Casting weights:  
15 - 20 lb 

JOLOKIA JOLOKIA JOLOKIA
Modern rubber baits or lures for sea fishing are  
frequently very actively guided. A rapid upwards  
pull in short bursts is what is called for here rather 
than the traditional type of playing on the lure.  
The Jolokia Jigging offers exactly the right action  
for this. Somewhat softer at the tip, but with a  
enormous backbone, it provides active support  
for you in guiding the bait, and provides the power 
needed to counter even the strongest halibut pull.

Top for performance, quality and fun

Lightweight to handle and mercilessly powerful 
in the twist, these rods are specially designed for 
tackling cod, ling and their counterparts. As with all 
SPORTEX sea rods, the Jolokia Pilk is designed to be 
tough and for dealing with the unique challenges of 
salt water. The blank, made using optimised HM/IM 
carbon fibre technology, is formed from top-quality 
SIC rings, temperature-neutral, weather-resistant 
premium EVA and a sophisticated reel holder fully 
resistant to salt water. 

Whether fishing from a cutter, a boat, or from the 
jetty, JOLOKIA rods are the perfect companion. 

Design formats: 
length 270 and 300 cm 

Casting weights:  
90 - 150 g, 150 - 250 g

A power pusher with a fiery design, with the  
emphasis on action 

Whether it’s cod, ling, shark or halibut, this series of  
boat rods has the precise weight class for you. Hard at the 
strike, but not, as is usually the case, ‘stiff as a broom-
stick’, these rods made of HM/IM carbon fibres work with 
you completely thanks to their superb action. Slim, light 
and with striking good looks, they are a highlight on 
every cutter. And, of course, the fittings are fully resistant 
to salt water.

Design formats:               Casting weights: 
2-section, length 210 and 240 cm        20, 30 and 50 lbs

Two versions for two typical situations: The 2.10 m versi-
on with 30 lb and 50 lb for normal depth up to 100 m and 
little drift and the 2.40 m version with 30 lb and 50 lb for 
deeper waters with more drift and undercurrent.
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SPORTEX

MAGNUS BOAT

MAGNUS JIGGING
MAGNUS INLINER MAGNUS SURF

                    Sea rods

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

The next genereation of sea rods for superior fishing

These rods were purely made to bear all challenges of 
modern sea fishing. We have improved their sensibility 
for better bait control and could meliorate their spine and 
action for precise casting and unfailing landing of big fish.  
All components, such as first-class lacquering, robust guides, 
powerful reel seats and ergonomic, resilient handles, are 
designed to pass roughest saltwater conditions.

Design formats: 

length 215 cm 

Casting weights:  
20 lb, 30 lb or 50 lb

High class sea rods for discerning anglers
All of our Magnus series rods are categorically designed to fulfil the requirements of the modern sea angler. If you are looking 

for the perfect rod for fishing Norwegian or Icelandic waters, then you’ll find it here. The blanks are of particularly robust construction, 

but certainly not clumsy or heavy. They are in every respect real power houses and have hard-wearing components 

resistant to the rigors of a life at sea. If you choose a SPORTEX Magnus or Black Ocean rod you 

can be sure you are making the right choice. The next pollack, cod or halibut

 is waiting for you… High quality rods for the discerning angler. 

With their fast tips and smart, fast action, these rods 
are ideal for sensitive jigging from a cutter or from the 
coast. With a length of 185 cm, they provide secure 
handling even in a fully occupied cutter. The superb 
reserves of power in the blank means they can react 
to any surprises, whether large cod or flounder. The 
perfect rods for large and small bodies of water. 

The structure of the slim and extraordinarily light-
weight blanks of our feeder and picker rods, in opti-
mised HM carbon fibre technology, with top quality 
Fuji-SIC rings and light, highly functional reel holders, 
makes them masterpieces of craftsmanship. Every 
one of the full carbon-fibre tips is fitted with some-
what larger SIC rings, which allow for an unimpeded 
line run for wide casts. 

Design formats: 
length 185 cm 

Casting weights:  
150, 220 and 280 g 

magnus Surf Su4219 –
original Fuji SIC  
Lowrider guides

magnus boat –

Nylon butt cap with gimbal 
and protective cap

The perfect combination of strength, action and 
comfort

Guide-less fun and a fantastic action, which, accor-
ding to our Norwegian test fishermen, they know 
from no other rod. With this new generation of inli-
ners we have eradicated the disadvantages of normal 
guide-less rods. Through an innovative, continuous 
guidance system integrated in the blank, the line 
leads along the whole length of the blank without 
interrupting the action curve. With these SPORTEX 
inliners there are no clattering from loose ring insets 
or grinding of the line inside the blank, as with other 
inliners. The continuous line guidance system with 
SIC is integrated into the carbon. 
The open line lead guide makes the threading of the 
line easier. These rods of course have the HT-Cross 
Winding-Technology for more controlled strength, 
typical for SPORTEX.

Design formats: 
length 240, 270 cm 

Casting weights:  
30 lb, 50 lb, 150 to 250 g

A great tradition – the rod for the beach pro

Beach rods are part of the SPORTEX tradition. 
Our completely new range of high performance 
beach rods have been tested, strengthened and 
refined over a period of 12 months. According to 
our test anglers, the resulting products are a dream 

come true! A combination of our HT-Cross Winding 
process and HM carbon fibres have resulted in a stiff 
but incredibly light rod that weighs less than 500g.  
The three pieces are connected with “point to point” 
rod connections that are specially coated to ease  
assembly. The high-end version with FUJI rings  
also has an optional softer solid carbon fibre tip  
section that is ideal for scratching behind the surf 
line for flatties. This is a true casting machine.
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SPORTEX

EXCLUSIVE TROUT EXCLUSIVE MATCH EXCLUSIVE FLOAT HEGENE 

                    Coarse rods

Fine and light still water and Spirolino rods with not 
too-hard, but active tips. These rods are designed for 
use with medium-weight floats and Spirolinos. 
Due to the fast action setting the hook impacts 
directly to the fish. For this reason, the Exclusive 
Trout is gladly used by Hegenen fishermen, in order 
to fish from the bank with large floats. 

Design formats: 
length 310, 365 and 395 cm 

Casting weight:  
30 g

These exclusive and extremely light match rods in 3 
parts for professional float and waggler fishing have 
a slim, very well-balanced blank with high resilience 
and a very fast, yet fine, tip. The rod construction 
with excellent SIC match guides effectively prevents 
the wet line sticking when casting with light wag-
gers. The extended rear handle made from premium 
AAA cork allows tireless angling for many hours.

Design formats: 
length 390 and 420 cm 

Casting weight:  
8 - 16 g

The forerunner of this remarkable series of rods was 
the legendary Exclusive Trout. Decades of experi-
ence, and the utilization of the most modern carbon 
technology, have resulted in our design team coming 
up with an exceptional model, the Exclusive Float. 
Much more than a classic match or float rod it is 
perfect as a heavy float rod for carp fishing, for float 
fishing dead baits, or even for deep water nymph 
fishing. All this in a remarkably light weight rod.

Design formats: 
length 365, 395 and 425 cm 

Casting weight:  
20 - 40 g

Light, specialised rod for Hegenen fishing. The slim, 
light blank signals precisely even very cautious bites. 
This extremely light rod made from HM/IM carbon, 
is perfectly balanced and fitted with ultra-light SIC 
guides. The solid cork grip with sliding reel seat al-
lows the mounting of nottingham reels and spinning 
reels. The sliding hoods are made from nylon and are 
minimally elastic to allow the secure mounting of the 
reel. The weight of the rod is extremely light at only 
60 grammes.

Design formats: 
length 240 cm 

1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G UA R A N T E E

Power lifting rod
Telescopic lifting rod, made from extremely durable glass fibre. 
Every landing net with common screw fittings can be fixed to the 
solid brass head.

Design formats: 

Length: 185 cm. Telescopically extendable to 230 cm

Length 185 cm. Telescopically extendable to 340 cm

Extension part 180 cm
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Seite doppelt !!

SPORTEX Feederruten 1 0  J A H R E
B L A N K- G A R A N T I E

Feederruten der nächsten Generation
Der Aufbau der schlanken, außergewöhnlich leichten Blanks unserer Feeder- und Picker-

ruten in optimierter HM-Kohlefasertechnologie, mit hochwertigen SIC-Ringen und leichten, 

funktionellen FUJI-Rollenhaltern machen sie zu handwerklichen Meisterstücken made by 

SPORTEX. Jede der Vollkohlefaser- und Vollglasspitzen ist mit etwas größeren SIC-Ringen als 

üblich ausgestattet, die einen ungehinderten Schnurdurchlauf auch mit Stopper für weite 

Würfe erlauben.
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SPORTEX

58

MEDIUM FEEDER

HEAVY FEEDER

X-HEAVY FEEDER

MULTIPICKER

The perfect Feeder and Coarse rods for large  
and small waters.
Light, slim and with a unique design, our new Feeder and Picker rods belong to the standard 

equipment of every ambitious angler. These rods, made from optimized HM/IM carbon fibre 

technology, are fast in reaction and highly specialized to support the slightest bite indication 

of the Picker- and Swing-tips. Powerful, yet perfectly balanced, they are perfect for all kind of 

coarse fish – from little roach to bream, tench or even a larger carp.

 
Universal for still and flowing waters

This feeder rod series covers all areas of classic coarse 
fishing in both still and flowing waters. High-quality 
SIC guides on a slim blank allow for unhindered letting 
out of line for long casts. Very fast and with powerful 
reactive ability you can effortlessly reel in large barbel 
in a current. All Medium Feeder rods are equipped 
with 3 solid carbon fibre tips (1, 1.5 and 2.0 oz.).

Design formats: 
length 350, 390 and 420 cm 

Casting weight:  
80 - 140 g

 
Powerful for long casts and strong currents

High-quality, very powerful feeder rods, designed 
for a casting weight of up to 200 grammes. For long 
casts with large cage feeders and for controlled 
fishing in strong currents. Despite its powerful con-
struction with high-quality HM/IM carbon material, 
this rod sits light in the hand. The SPORTEX Heavy 
Feeder comes with 3 solid carbon fibre tips (2, 2.5 
and 3.0 oz).

Design formats: 
length 390 and 420 cm 

Casting weight:  
150 - 200 g

 
High-end technology for heavy feeder fish

Incredibly powerful and tough, yet still slim and light, 
this feeder rod will be your reliable companion on 
fast-flowing rivers or lakes where extremely wide 
casts are called for. The blank structure in HM/IM 
carbon fibre, original SIC rings, and FUJI reel holders 
is powerful in the cast, fast in action, and gives  
progressive power deployment in the twist. 
The SPORTEX Heavy Feeder comes with 3 solid 
carbon fibre tips (2.5, 3 and 3.5 oz). 

Design formats: 
length 390 cm, 420 cm 

Casting weight:  
170 - 240 g

All-purpose due to 2 complete tip sections  
including 2 Winkel-picker tips and a swing tip 
with a common handle section.

Anglers who have devoted themselves to fishing 
with swing tip and winkle pickers will be thrilled by 
this rod concept. The Multipicker can be used for 
both types of angling. The special feature about 
these Multipickers are the 2 complete tips and the 
common handle section, which, depending on the 
tip section, provides easy bite indication. 

                   Feeder rods 1 0  Y E A R
B L A N K  G U A R A N T E E

Feedertip Winkelpicker

Handle section multipicker

Swingtip

Model Art.No. Length Pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

 
Tolerance

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

boat, Jigging and Sea rodS

JOlOkIa pIlk

JO2708 132278 270 cm 2 155 cm 110 g 90 - 150 g 259 g 8 99.95 51

JO2709 132279 270 cm 2 155 cm 200 g 150 - 250 g 283 g 8 109.95 51

JO3008 132308 300 cm 2 140 cm 110 g 90 - 150 g 390 g 8 109.95 51

JO3009 132309 300 cm 2 140 cm 200 g 150 - 250 g 417 g 8 114.95 51

JOlOkIa JIggINg

JO1820 132187 185 cm 2 134 cm 150 g 100 - 200 g 209 g 8 129.95 51

JO1830 132188 185 cm 2 134 cm 220 g 150 - 250 g 221 g 8 139.95 51

JO1850 132189 185 cm 2 134 cm 280 g 240 - 310 g 242 g 8 144.95 51

JOlOkIa BOat

JO2130 132213 210 cm 2 159 cm 400 g 150 - 450 g 409 g 8 114.95 51

JO2150 132215 210 cm 2 159 cm 600 g 300 - 600 g 439 g 8 119.95 51

JO2430 132243 240 cm 2 189 cm 400 g 150 - 450 g 473 g 9 123.95 51

JO2450 132245 240 cm 2 189 cm 600 g 300 - 600 g 496 g 9 126.95 51

SEaStar traVEl

SE2717 117277 270 cm 5 60 cm 80 - 100 g 80 - 100 g 205 g 9  109.00 50

SE2719 117279 270 cm 5 60 cm 90 - 160 g 90 - 160 g 210 g 9  119.00 50

SEaStar trOllINg

SE1821 117120 180 cm 2 98 cm 15 - 20 lb - 333 g 7  89.90 51

SE2421 117220 240 cm 2 127 cm 15 - 20 lb - 410 g 10  99.90 51

SE2721 117320 270 cm 2 141 cm 15 - 20 lb - 431 g 11  106.95 51

MagNUS BOat

BT2120 113021 215 cm 2 114 cm 20 lb bis 150 309 g 7  179.00 52

BT2130 113030 215 cm 2 114 cm 30 lb bis 250 315 g 7  185.00 52

BT2150 113050 215 cm 2 114 cm 50 lb bis 390 325 g 7  190.00 52

MagNUS JIggINg

BT1820 113182 185 cm 2 134 cm 150 g 100 - 200 205 g 7  159.00 52

BT1830 113183 185 cm 2 134 cm 220 g 150 - 250 218 g 7  165.00 52

BT1850 113185 185 cm 2 134 cm 280 g 250 - 380 229 g 7  169.00 52

MagNUS INlINEr

BI2430 113130 240 cm 2 128 cm 30 lb bis 250 390 g 2  169.00 53

BI2450 113150 240 cm 2 175 cm 50 lb bis 450 415 g 2  179.00 53

BI2708 113278 270 cm 2 145 cm 150 - 250 g 150 - 250 400 g 2  179.00 53

MagNUS SUrF 

SU4209 113429 420 cm 3 149 cm 150 - 250 g   - 450.6 g 6  299.00 53

SU4219 113428 420 cm 3 149 cm 150 - 250 g   - 454.1 g 7  379.00 53

SU4216 113427 1 Zusatzspitze für SU4219  115.00 53

Model Art.No. Length Pieces
Transp.-
length Casts

 
Tolerance

Rod
 weight Guides

Price*  
euro Page

trout, match, float and hegenen rodS / lifting rodS

EXclUSIVE trOUt 

GR3102 136310 310 cm 3 110 cm 30 g 18 - 38 g 220 g 8  219.00 54

GR3602 136370 365 cm 3 130 cm 30 g 18 - 38 g 265 g 10  225.00 54

GR3902 136400 395 cm 3 139 cm 30 g 18 - 38 g 270 g 10  229.00 54

EXclUSIVE Match

GR3942 136391 390 cm 3 135 cm 8 - 16 g - 230 g 13  159.00 54

GR4212 136421 420 cm 3 155 cm 8 - 16 g - 245 g 13  169.00 54

EXclUSIVE FlOat

PF3652 137365 365 cm 3 127 cm 20 - 40 g - 178 g 12 189.95 54

PF3952 137395 395 cm 3 138 cm 20 - 40 g - 203.8 g 13  204.95 54

PF4252 137425 425 cm 3 148 cm 20 - 40 g - 236 g 14  229.00 54

lIFtINg rOD

TEL2305 127231 230 cm 2 185 cm - - -  59.00 55

TEL3405 127341 340 cm 3 185 cm - - -  79.00 55

TEL4505 127451 180 cm 1 185 cm  27.00 55

hEgENEN 

Hegene 240 201240 240 cm 3 125 cm ohne 8 - 25 g 68 g 12  145.00 55

feeder and coarSe angling rodS

X-hEaVy FEEDEr

HX3908 134399 390 cm 3 + 3 141 cm 170 - 240 g - 330 g 16  279.00 58

HX4208 134429 420 cm 3 + 3 145 cm 170 - 240 g - 395 g 16  289.00 58

hEaVy FEEDEr

HF3908 134398 390 cm 3 + 3 141 cm 150 - 200 g - 288 g 16  269.00 58

HF4208 134428 420 cm 3 + 3 145 cm 150 - 200 g - 345 g 16  255.00 58

MEDIUM FEEDEr

MF3608 134367 360 cm 3 + 3 130 cm 80 - 140 g - 255 g 13  219.00 58

MF3908 134397 390 cm 3 + 3 140 cm 80 - 140 g - 275 g 13 235.00 58

MF4208 134427 420 cm 3 + 3 149 cm 80 - 140 g - 315 g 13  259.00 58

MUltIpIckEr

LF3050S 139310 295 cm 2 150 cm 10 - 30 g - 180 g 13+1  199.00 58

LF3050P 139311 295 cm 3 150 cm 10 - 30 g - 182 g 12  199.00 58

LF3050C 139312  249.00 58

*recommended retail price
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Model Art.No. Length Length Pieces Guides Class Rod weight Price* euro 

FL2706 210276 275 cm 9‘ 4 11 # 6 91 g 329.00  
FL2707 210279 275 cm 9‘ 4 11 # 7 94 g 339.00
FL3008 210309 300 cm 9‘9“ 4 12 # 8 106 g 355.00

Model Art.No. Length Length Pieces Guides Class Rod weight Price* euro 

FL2603 210263 260 cm 8‘6“ 4 10 # 3 71 g 289.00
FL2604 210264 260 cm 8‘6“ 4 10 # 4 74 g 299.00
FL2705 210275 275 cm 9‘ 4 11 # 5 85 g 315.00

                    Fly rods
The legend lives!  
With the new version of the Diamond Fly, we have achieved something really special. Slim,  
featherlight, perfectly finished and wonderful to look at, these rods actually conceal their  
real  value deep inside – within their extraordinary blank. It is not the action that binds the  
rods together, nor even the technology – it is their perfection! The individual design and  
choice of material means that every individual blank has been gifted with its own unique and  
un mistakeable character. What pike fisherman wouldn’t want a rod whose blank provides the  
sensitive nature of a grayling rod, or performs perfect rolling casts? What stream fishing  
enthusiast wouldn’t want a tough blank which protects against coastal winds or can lift  
more than 15 metres of line out of the water in one pull? 
 The extremely lightweight class 3 stream rod from the SPORTEX Diamond Fly series presents  
the smallest dry flies as gently as a feather, and is just long enough to allow awkward nymphs to 
be spun through the rapids of wild rushing streams with an outstretched arm. 

The class 4 Diamond Fly was designed with the demanding grayling fisher in mind; the slim blank 
is calm and smooth, giving easy and harmonious casting. When lifting, the tip immediately passes 
on a gentle tug on the hook, with the result that it sets rapidly and securely in the soft mouth of 
the grayling. The parabolic blank then ensures that the drill-like impacts of the typical grayling 
attempt at escape can be securely cushioned. 
The class 5 model, in 9 ft format, can truly be described as a well-balanced all-rounder. Even less 
practised fly fishers become hugely enthusiastic about the compliant blank. They cast narrower 
loops and bring their flies on target with more precision and fewer empty casts. 
 In class 6, a perceptibly more dynamic spirit in the blank comes into effect, which transforms 
powerful double pulls into clean, precise casts with streamers or heavy nymphs –  
ideal for fishing for large trout or barbel. 

Thanks to the extremely high-quality materials  
and a very clever design, the blanks in classes 7  
and 8 are the absolute lightweights in their cate-
gory, and are unbelievably fast and powerful in 
pulling through. Large pike streamers are rapidly 
brought to distance with few empty casts, and can 
be lifted from the surface of the water again with 
no effort at all, together with the line. Both rods  
are completely saltwaterproof, and perform at 
their best under the roughest conditions – free  
of fatigue and with absolute performance.
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